
Finland
Capital City: Helsinki

Language: Finnish

People of Finland
 Most of the people living in Finland are of Finnish descent and speak Finnish as their first language.
Traditionally, as well as today, the immediate family of mother, father, and children is the most important
connection for the Finnish. Unlike some countries where extended families live closely, the Finnish tend
to maintain distant relationships with grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins.

 Today, Finnish people eat an international cuisine with pizza and hamburgers, but they still enjoy
traditional Finnish dishes, especially on holidays. Moose and deer are often hunted and eaten at home,
while reindeer can be ordered in some restaurants. Along with meat or fish, Finnish meals typically
include wild berries, milk, and dark, whole grain breads. For dessert, they may have pulla, a sweet
bread, fruit soups, or tarts.

 The constitution of Finland protects the culture and language of minorities like the Sami, Romani,
and Finns who speak Swedish as their first language. The Sami are indigenous to the northern parts
of Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Russia’s Kola Peninsula. About ten percent of Sami live a
semi-nomadic life as they herd reindeer. Others fish along the coasts, herd sheep, or trap animals for
fur.

My Finnish Fact Book
Full Name:

Republic of Finland
Population: 5,255,068

Land Area: 130,596 square miles
Currency: Euro

Major Religion: Christian (81%)
Highest Point:

Haltiatunturi (4,357 feet)
Lowest Point: Baltic Sea (0 feet)

Finland is divided into 20 regions.

Did you know...?
Ø The people of Finland didn’t have a written language, and no written

history of the region exists before the Swedes took control in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries.
Ø In 1939 and 1940, Finland fought the Winter War against invading

Soviet forces. At the end of this war, the Moscow
Peace Treaty of 1940 forced Finland to give up three
portions of its territory to the Soviet Union. Over
400,000 Finnish people - nearly everyone who lived
there–voluntarily left these areas before the Soviets
moved in.
Ø About 86 percent of Finland’s land is covered by forest,

and the country is home to thousands of lakes.
Ø Finland is actually getting larger as slowly melting

glaciers expose more land area.
Ø In the Finnish language, Finland is called Suomi.
Ø In southern Finland, winter lasts about four months,

but in northern Finland, it can last for seven months.
Ø At the village of Nuorgam, Finland’s northern-most

spot, the sun does not rise for 51 days in winter and
does not set for 73 days in summer.
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